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About This Game

Relic Hunters Legend is an online cooperative Shooter/Looter/RPG from the creators of Chroma Squad, Dungeonland and
Relic Hunters Zero.

The game is currently under development. If you want to play it now and support the development, please join in our Founders
program at our website.

Key Features

 Touching Tale of Friendship and Time Travel
Uncover the mysteries of the past, get to know your favorite characters better, and save the Galaxy together. Story will
keep being expanded indefinitely with new storylines, characters and side stories being introduced with updates.

 Deep RPG Systems
Collect hundreds of items, hunters and relics, and customize your perfect relic-hunting machine! Relic Hunters Legend
is a full-blown RPG where you can customize each Hunter to fit your playstyle. We enjoy theorycrafting and lots of
stats, and we won't dumb down our RPG systems.

 Multiplayer Cooperative Gameplay
In Relic Hunters Legend we're introducing online cooperative play for up to four players! Play the campaign solo, or
play with your friends in this exciting and fun-filled galactic journey!
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 Next-Generation of Top-Down Shooter Combat
Run and gun online with friends in full 3D environments with smart enemies, cool abilities and items. Play with either
keyboard-and-mouse or a controller, and experience full verticality and freedom of movement. Easy or challenging
activities for all tastes and moods - chill out by yourself or with friends, or put on your game face and tackle some
serious challenges, whenever you feel like it.

 Gorgeous Visuals
An innovative mix of 2D and 3D visuals powered by proprietary techniques brings our colorful crew to life in a way you
have never seen before! Looks great and runs great even on very old hardware.

 Play for Free, Forever
We understand your trepidation when you hear "free-to-play", and we want to make a great game without nickel-and-
diming you. Our top priority is to always be honest, upfront and transparent in our communication regarding these
matters. We assure you: everything can be earned by playing the game, and you will never be stuck behind a pay-wall;
this we can guarantee.

 Full "PC Master Race" Features
We've got 4K Resolution, unlocked framerates and 21:9 Support, as well as fully customizable controls and many
options. A modern rig will easily get you to 144 FPS at 4K resolution for a crisp, clear and smooth gaming experience.
We can't get enough of it!
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Title: Relic Hunters Legend
Genre: Action, Free to Play, Indie, RPG, Early Access
Developer:
Rogue Snail
Publisher:
Rogue Snail
Release Date: Q1 2020 (When It's Ready)

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or newer

Processor: 64-bit Dual core from Intel or AMD at 2.8 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Shader Model 2.0 compatible graphic card with at least 512 MB of video memory

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: OpenAL Compatible Sound Card

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Korean,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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Development so far!:
Hello everyone! A lot has happened with the game so far, and we want to share it with you. We often post on our youtube
channel and twitter.

Here is a video compilation of what we've been posting on our youtube page since development started! :)

https://youtu.be/oqqEqA8bJRQ

If you have any questions about development please check out our FAQ http://landfall.se/tabs-faq or email info@landfall.se

Follow our youtube and twitter for the most frequent updates about the game:

Youtube: www.youtube.com/landfallgames

Twitter: www.twitter.com/LandfallGames

Thank you all for staying with us through TABS's development!

. Unsolved Stories Version 1.0.5.5 is Now Available:
WHAT'S NEW

Hello everyone,
In this update, 12 new blocks have been added to the "Chicago Region 3"
Chicago Region 3 New Blocks Screenshots

BugFix - Camera control with mouse added to Black Knight.
Black Knight Screenshots
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Keymap - Global Illumination toggle function key is Mouse Middle Button.

Spraycan MX4 Inventory has been added to the current version.
Spraycan MX4 Screenshots

Spraycan M2 Inventory has been added to the current version.
Spraycan M2 Screenshots
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. Golden Week Holiday Announcement:
Hi All

We hope you are doing great and enjoying all the Playism games!

As Playism is based in Japan, we wanted to notify you all that due to the extended Japanese holidays this year for Golden Week
at the start of May, we will be closing our offices and operations from April 27th to May 6th.

We apologize for any inconvenience this may cause, however, we will be back on May 7th, and shall handle all issues from then
onwards.

Regards
The Playism Team

---

Playism. Several game optimizations:
Thank the friends in CowLevel and Indienova for your valuable advices.
Today's update:
1. The collectings you get as you first starting a new game will not be displayed.
2. Player's uinit added a data button to show the unit's data.
3. The red grid indicating the attack range is deepened the color.
4. Fixed a bug: after some unit-commands select a target and then go back to the previous step, you cannot select the same target
again.
5. At the beginning of the battlefield, the winning and losing conditions will be showed.
6. Troops with bad status will display Bad text on the map model.
7, reduce the cost of build units and reduce the tactical skills's SP.. Free to play:
We decided to make Bernackels' Shoggoth free to play! We hope you will enjoy our game and be finally able to find someone
to play with. Just invite some friends - it's free!

Pricing change will happen on monday 13.05.2019.
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